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Readers asked, and here is a book full of money rituals using some of the Goetia Demons.If you
want to practice real Magic, the one that really works then you need this book.Most of this work
is composed of Rituals dedicated to Bune, Duke Bune, but I also brought some Rituals
dedicated to Prince Seer, and a powerful Ritual using the powers of the 3 Goetic Kings, bael,
Purson and Paimon.Along with book 1, “Money Magick, Wealth Rituals”, you will have a huge
Magical arsenal to raise money, build a fortune and have a prosperous life.There are 14 Rituals
never published before, which will improve your financial life.Ritual for Specific Amount of Money
to Bune.Ritual for Settling the Energy of Bune in an Object.Ritual for Settling Bune's Energy in
TattooRitual to Repay Debt.Ritual to Get High Value Contracts.Ritual To Receive Financial
Advice From Bune.Ritual for Specific Amount of Money with Seer.Ritual To Get Money Quickly
With Seer.Ritual to Anchor the Energy of Seer in Object.Ritual for Breaking Misery with the 3
Kings.Offering to Duke Bune.Offering to Prince Seer.Ritual to Work at Home and Receive Good
Salary.Ritual for Receiving Debt or Pending Indemnities

About the AuthorMALCOLM GASKILL is emeritus professor of early modern history at the
University of East Anglia. One of Britain's leading experts in the history of witchcraft, his works
include the highly acclaimed Witchfinders: A Seventeenth-Century English Tragedy and
Between Two Worlds: How the English Became Americans. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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Money MagickWealth Rituals2Lucifer FaustusMONEY MAGICKWEALTH RITUALS2Copyright
© 2021Lucifer FaustusDISCLAIMER: The information in this book is provided for informational
purposes only. The author and those involved in the production of the work are not responsible
for anyone who uses the information in this book for illegal activities or if any person is injured or
harmed by the use of the information contained herein.“The most powerful Magic there is the
one you believe.The main avenue of manifestation of Magic is the mind.The mind creates
reality.”LUCIFER FAUSTUSTable of ContentsIntroductionRitual for Specific Amount of Money to
Bune.Ritual for Settling the Energy of Bune in an Object.Ritual for Settling Bune's Energy in
Tattoo.Ritual to Repay Debt.Ritual to Get High Value Contracts.Ritual To Receive Financial
Advice From Bune.Ritual for Specific Amount of Money with Seer.Ritual To Get Money Quickly
With Seer.Ritual to Anchor the Energy of Seer in Object.Ritual for Breaking Misery with the 3
Kings.Offering to Duke Bune.Offering to Prince Seer.Ritual to Work at Home and Receive Good
Salary.Ritual for Receiving Debt or Pending Indemnities.Recommended
ReadingsCONTACTIntroductionEveryone knows the importance of money, but what few people
know is that money is a living being, in fact money is more than a simple living being, it is a
deity.Money is neither paper nor coins, money is an energy called Mammom, paper and coins
are the avatars of Mammom.There are high Demonic Gods or Lesser Gods who promote and
spread the energy of Mammon in the world. The 6 Great Devils of Wealth and Fortune are
examples of elevated Gods who help to spread the energy of Mammom in the world. Bune and
Seer are examples of lesser Gods that promote the energy of Mammon. They are lesser Gods,
but they are just as powerful as Greater Gods, they were only assigned leadership roles under
the Greater Gods because of their mutual alliances and agreements.Most of the Rituals in this
book are focused on the energy use of Duke Bune and Prince Seer. They are popular Goetia
Demons, and that's why I decided to work together with the 2 Demons, and bring new Rituals of
money, wealth and prosperity. Most of these Rituals were transmitted by the Demons
themselves, and authorized by them to be published.Rituals that were not imparted by Bune and
Seer were developed from very well-established magical foundations used in powerful
Rituals.All the Rituals in this book have been approved by the 2 Demons, and an agreement has
been made. They would give me this knowledge to be published, and in return I would help them
promote the energy of Mammon in the world.The first step of enlightenment is money, it is
having financial resources, and if you don't become enlightened, you will continue to fall on the
wheel of birth and death, and will remain subject to the reprisals of the demiurge.The master or
guru who tells you that money is not important is deceiving you, enlightenment and
transcendence start with money.Ritual for Specific Amount of Money to Bune.Bune is a very
popular Demon and very helpful to everyone who calls him. So I took some time and worked
with this Demon for several weeks, and got great Rituals, several given by the Duke himself,
others assembled by studying the fundamentals of the Rituals given by Bune.This Ritual is one
of the Rituals the Duke taught me.You make an offering and place the order in the center, if the
job is willingly offered, Bune will give him the amount that was asked.MATERIALS Rose



petals. Coins. Paper. Pen or pencil.RITUAL At dawn. Facing north, say:“I
call Duke Bune to this place, hear my call.” Write down the amount you wish to receive on
paper, and write your full name and birth date below the amount. Fold the paper twice and
place it on the place where you will perform the Ritual. Take the coins and make a circle
around the paper. The more coins the better. Take the rose petals and make a circle around
the coins. Say it:“I offer this offering to Duke Bune, and ask for the value of ______.”
Keep the offering assembled for 3 days and 3 nights, then collect everything and throw it in a
river or lake. When throwing the remains of the Ritual away say:“I thank Duke Bune for the
amount I know I will receive.” Get back to your normal routine.Ritual for Settling the Energy
of Bune in an Object.This Ritual was created from an ancient Ritual of anchoring the energy of
Pagan Gods in a tattoo. The ritual is very powerful, yet full of details.This Ritual is based on the
principles of the ancient Ritual of Anchoring, and with the tests carried out, I noticed that it was
possible to anchor the energy of any entity into an object.Anchoring to objects is simpler than
anchoring to tattoos. And here is the Ritual. Get ready to harness the Duke's golden
powers.MATERIALS 1 golden or yellow candle. Rose essential oil. Rose
petals. Object where the energy will be seated (can be a ring, a necklace, a coin, or any
object of your choice).RITUAL During the night. Light the golden or yellow candle.
Say it:“I ask Duke Bune to support this Ritual.” Wait a few seconds. Place the object in
front of the candle, and say:“I offer this object to Duke Bune and ask him to bathe it in its
energy.” Imagine golden energy coming out of the candle flame and covering the object.
Keep envision for at least 1 minute.

Satanic Goetia Magick: Satanic Money, Daemons of High Magick: Pathworking and Rituals for
Lucifer, Bune and Eight Other Daemons (High Magick Studies), LARVA: The Book of
Transformation, The Magick of Astaroth: Rituals for Power and Wealth (High Magick Studies),
The Angels of Omnipotence, Lilith: Goddess of Darkness and Light (High Magick Studies)



Elize Banks, “Love this author. I enjoy this authors informative writing I will definitely revisit this
book I'd like to thank him for the vast knowledge.”

orwyn, “Another excellent book by this author. In addition, it is very easy to do.. Another excellent
book by this author. In addition, it is very easy to do.”

The book by Malcolm Gaskill has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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